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  CHAIRMAN JOHN 

“For the times they are a changing.”  Not my words but Bob Dylan’s.  Yes, things 
are changing.   

The Austin Seven website (https://ea7c.wordpress.com) is entering into the 

twenty first century.  Many committee members are doing more than one job to 
get this site up and running, for which we are very grateful.  This is putting the 

club in the shop window to the world and showing what a great little club we 
are.  There is more - they are also setting up online banking, which will hopefully 

make the treasurer‘s and membership secretary’s jobs easier.  

Now Easter is getting close, we have lots of club runs for all to take part in.  I 
hope your cars are all up and running and roaring to go.   

After the New Year’s Day Run, I just managed to get home in time before it got 
too dark, as I always like to wash the car down before putting it away in the 

garage.  Last week I pulled the car out and just looking round it I noticed that 
my tail pipe was red rust, so I looked underneath the car to see if there was 

anymore rust.   Luckily for me there was none. There must have been an excess 

of salt on the roads.  As luck would have it there is no chrome on my Chummy as 
it’s nickel and black. 

On our way to club night my exhaust tail pipe came up in a conversation with 
John Bryson, he said “You should see my chrome door mirrors and wheel nuts, 

they are all pitted and rusty.”  Peter Lawson - you might have a claim against 

you for not checking for salt on the roads on your recent run (only kidding.) 

Club News: 

It is with regret that I have received an email form Janet Denny advising that 
she wishes to step down as treasurer and her husband Mike has also resigned 

from the committee.  I would like to thank them both for what they have done 
for the club in the past. 

This has resulted in two posts being vacant; treasurer and one committee 

member.  If anyone in the club might be interested in filling either of these posts 
please contact a committee member.  

With best wishes to you and your families for a very Happy Easter. 

  

John Fromant 
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THE BODGER’S APPRENTICE 
 

I was sitting at the kitchen table the 

other day when I was asked what on 
earth I was doing.  I explained that after 

I had stripped down this A7 carburettor 

I would try to get some packing around 
the spindle to stop any air leaking into it. 

This did not seem to be the answer that 
she was looking for but I assured her 

that I had put down some newspapers 
to catch the oil and dirt and as long as 

nobody lit a match, all would be quite 
safe. I had at least come into the 

kitchen after earlier being found 

repairing a distributor on the dining 
room table (well it was cold in the shed 

and I thought she had gone shopping).  
 

I was at a client’s house once and got 
talking about cars and mentioned that 

his French windows were wide enough 
to get a car through, whereupon his wife 

said something a bit shirty and walked 

out. He then ushered me through a 
sliding wall partition into another room 

which had been fitted out as a garage/
display room with petrol pumps, signs, 

photographs, plaques, posters and in 
pride of place, an MG Midget (EEEK!) of 

which he was very proud.  I made all the 
right noises and told him I was very 

impressed - (such fibs).  

 
I once helped to rebuild a Villiers two 

stroke engine in a friend’s scullery and 
my fame spread and I went on to work 

on a big, single pot, Royal Enfield 
motorcycle engine in another chap’s 

bedroom. We stripped and rebuilt it and 
filled the crankcase with oil to make sure 

we had no leaks and then popped down 

to the local PH to celebrate. While we 
were there, the landlord received a 

phone call from my mate’s mum saying 

that there was oil dripping through the 

dining room ceiling. We had not 
tightened up the drain plug and a bit of 

hasty cleaning and decorating took 
place, but the ceiling always had a dark 

patch, no matter how many times it was 
painted over. This was the same mother 

who had learned to drive in an 
automatic car but then bought a manual 

gearbox Mini and never took it out of 

first gear - well not until it expired with a 
ruined gearbox (it also had a bright 

shiny dipstick!) 
 

I used to go fishing with another bloke 
and on our way home from a match 

once, we called in for a few pints as our 
alcohol limits had fallen dangerously 

low. As a result of this, when he got 

home, instead of putting his Tupperware 
type box of maggots into the shed, he 

crammed it into the fridge and in trying 
to shut the door, managed to dislodge 

the tub’s lid and leave the door open 
allowing the maggots to escape into the 

fridge and the kitchen. The 
entire contents of the fridge 

had to be thrown away and 

the whole place disinfected 
and washed clean and the 

later emergence of bluebottles from the 
maggots’ larvae ensured that he turned 

up on my mother’s doorstep, with his 
suitcase and stayed with me until his 

mum had calmed down.  
 

Honestly, in spite of all the care, 

affection and appreciation we show to 
women, they don’t seem to realise that 

honest mistakes can easily happen!  
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 Ladies’ Page 
Some months I sit down in front of my computer screen with my 

article on the tip of my tongue and all I have to do is to type it 
with enthusiasm.  Other months it is not so easy and I start to 

worry and hope that something suitable must crop up before I 
miss copy date.  This month was just that when suddenly in the same week two 

little instances occurred that gave me the idea for this month’s article.  The first 

one came from the elderly, but very surprisingly the second came from the very 
young – let me explain. 

  
Michael was reading the newsletter from the company that pays his pension and 

on the very back page was a letter remembering a chief test pilot who had flown 
the first Vickers Vanguard on its maiden flight from Brooklands race track to 

Wisley Aerodrome, a distance of about three miles as the crow flies.  It was a 

very dodgy flight and afterwards they all retired to the local pub – well in those 
days I don’t blame them!  The senior boss of the company was there and the pub 

was packed when an Austin Seven pulled up and an elderly lady in a fur coat 
alighted.  Senior boss volunteered, and I quote:- 

  

“I don’t think you will get a drink in there, Ma’am’.  The lady asked “Why, what 
has happened?” “They have flown an aeroplane” said Big Boss. “How far?” she 

asked.  “About three miles” was the reply.  “Funny man” she retorted as she 
stormed back to her car. 

  
My second inspiration was from a great friend of ours who we met the other day 

at our little church.  Having not seen her for several weeks she came up to us 

with intent.  Her son, who is our middle son’s best friend, has two little boys, the 
youngest of whom earnestly and urgently spoke to her the other day and again I 

quote:- 
  

“Granny, my name is Austin and I am seven years old and I have been told that 
there is a little car called an Austin Seven”.  “That’s right.” says our friend, to 
which he replied “I want to ride in an Austin Seven while I am still seven!”  To 

which Granny earnestly responded “Austin, I know just how I can help you.” 
  

It just goes to show that our little Austin Sevens crop up in the most unusual 

places and more often than we think, but then they have been around for a long 
time.  We now have a date to give little Austin a ride in not one, but two Austin 

Sevens while he is still seven.  What an exciting day that will be for him, and for 
us, and we hope he will remember it until he is way past 77 years old! 

  

Until next month – Happy Sevenning!  Penny 
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Pride and Prejudice 
 
It was a lovely weekend and so I 

decided to move a couple of cars into 

the sunshine. First the wonderful A7 
Box Saloon which was necessary to be 

able to open the garage doors.  Yvette 
was decidedly mucky so I just had to 

give her a good wash and of course a 

lick of polish to bring back that quality 
I needed to be able to smile and fully 

appreciate her.  A quick pull on the 
starter and she of course roared into 

life, so a little shuffle forward to clear 
the garage doors and I left her 

running for a few more minutes to get 

the oil and water moving around.  All 
was well. 

 
On opening the doors, I saw my dear 

Anne's VW Beetle looking all sad since 

she had not turned a wheel since last 
October at my wife's funeral.  So out 

she  too came onto the driveway and I 
gave her a thorough wash, for a man 

knows the best way to treat a dear old 
lady. Then having stood back to 

admire her, I decided she needed a 

little extra, so went back into the 
garage to get the special polish 

reserved for my beauties and set to 
work.  Some twenty minutes later she 

looked great, so a quick change of 

clothes into something smarter for me 
to meet the public and we were off to 

the local shops for milk bread and a 
daily paper. 

 

Returning home I took the goods in, 
got the dog and we were off to the 

local Tiptree Heath so Duke could 
have a good run around.  I was by 

then satisfied that I had looked well 
after my prized possessions and so 

drove home.  Walking around the front 

of the car I was dumbfounded to see 
what a call of nature had done to poor 

Beaty; obviously while in the car park, 
the shiny bonnet had attracted some 

wild life and it had turned them into 

enemy dive bombers.  There on the 
beautiful curved front panel, were not 

one, but THREE  huge areas of 
unmentionable splodges, with no 

exaggeration they were all around 
three inches in diameter and an evil 

brownish/yellow in colour. And in the 

sunshine and on the drive home, they 
had dried quickly, so turning them into 

solid lumps that mere washing in 
water would not shift. 

 

So uttering more than a few 
unmentionable words of annoyance, it 

was back for a kitchen cleaning 
product and plenty of water to remove 

the offending splodges. Then of 

course to return to protect the nice 
finish I had had an hour earlier, it was 

more polishing and before anything 
else decided to practice their bombing 

skills, get the car back into the garage. 
 

 

Continued/.. 
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Austin Village was built under the 

instruction of Herbert Austin in 1917 so 
that his workers might live close to 

their place of employment.  At that 

time, during the First World War, the 
factory at Longbridge was engaged in 

producing munitions. Originally the 
prefabricated houses were only 

supposed to last a few 
years but to this day 

they are still standing. 

The bungalows were 
purchased from a firm 

in the United States 
and shipped across the 

Atlantic in kit form.  

Each unit was ready for 
construction with screws and nails in 

place.  Only the holes for the screws 
were missing!  For their time they 

were luxuriously appointed, having 
three bedrooms, a kitchen, lounge, 

dining-room and bathroom.  They 

were also provided with central 
heating and an inside toilet. 

Although meant to be temporary 

constructions, the local council gave 

them an initial five year licence which 
was extended in 1924 to fifteen years.   

Since the weight of the roof is taken 

up by the outside walls it has been 
possible over the years to rearrange 

the inside dividing sections and many 
people have converted their homes 

into two-bedroomed 
bungalows and 

increased the size of the 

lounge accordingly.  

In 1990 a campaign 

was started which is 
now known as the 

Austin Village 

Preservation Society.  As a result of 
their representations, the local council 

has awarded the village Conservation 
Status which preserves their place in 

history and means the bungalows 
cannot be altered without planning 

permission, even for the erection of a 

satellite dish. 

Bart Walsh 

A certain personage in the Club would 

have expressed the view that one 
should not have been polishing 

anything else but an A7 and especially 
if it had been a Ruby. So his thoughts 

might well have been full of praise for 

the accuracy of the dive bombers. 
 

I, though, have turned into a hater of 
Pigeons  and if I had a chance, I would 

have dearly loved to have had a two 
bore shotgun at that moment! 

A poor sad old man 

whose belief in fair 
play and reward for 

his efforts has been 
sorely tested! 

 

 
Brian Eckersley 

Austin Village 
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A very good turnout greeted Scott 

Mayes, the representative from RH  
Classic Insurance, who came along to 

discuss the insurance scheme and 

answer questions from the floor.  The 
following notes represent only my own 

understanding of the points which 
arose during the evening and should 

not be interpreted as a complete 
description of the finer points of 

insurance law.  RH traded previously as 

Boncaster Insurance although their 
offices are still at Brentwood. 

Agreed value is only relevant when a 
vehicle has been ‘written off’. Any 

claims for personal injury are not 

affected by AV. Quite a lengthy 
discussion arose concerning multiple 

ownership of cars and additional 
nominated drivers. Following a 

question concerning No Claims 
Bonuses for additional drivers, it was 

explained that provided sufficient 

evidence can be produced it would be 
normal practice to allocate some NCB 

to a driver who wished to take out 
insurance in his own name having 

previously been an ‘additional driver’.  

Premiums are based on several factors, 
including value, location, driver record 

and storage method.  The ‘Agreed 
Value’ system is not applicable to 

modern cars which are insured with 

RH. Where no Agreed Value exists the 
market value of the car at the time of 

the write-off is taken into account. 
(Note: In the case of one of our 

members whose  Austin 7  was written 
off the EA7C was requested to provide 

the valuation.) 

 Apart from the generous premiums 

there are other benefits provided by 
RH. Scott explained that  

Administration Fees’ are not demanded 

when alterations to a policy have to be 
made in mid-term, such as change of 

circumstances or additional drivers 
being added. Only one “Legal Costs” 

fee is payable regardless of the number 
of cars insured with RH.  Another 

important announcement related to the 

fact that ‘Home Start’ is now added to 
the benefits. Think of that on New 

Year’s Day when you find the old girl 
won’t start - but don’t forget to tell the 

man that it is a 6V system! 

There are issues with ‘Young Drivers’ 
and RH usually shies away from taking 

them on.  However, in explained 
circumstances, provided it is not the 

main car being driven but relates to 
occasional use of the Seven, it is 

possible to have a younger person 

included in the policy.  This, according 
to Scott, is in line with RH’s  intention 

of attracting younger people into the 
old car movement.  Members present 

were relieved to hear that there is no 

upper age limit imposed! 

Further questions related to the validity 

of insurance if lapsed members 
continue to  renew with RH.  Methods 

are being put in place to check 

membership with clubs.  This is a 
rolling process with car clubs but EA7C 

has not  as yet been approached for 
details. 

Bart Walsh 

RH Insurance at March Club Night  
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Essex Austin Seven Club  Agreed Valuation Insurance Certificate 
 

 

 

Members of the above-mentioned Club are of the opinion that  to replace it with a car in similar 
condition  would cost  in the region of :- 

£7,500.00 

Owner    Mr. Herbert  

Model    Austin 7  RP Saloon  

First Registered   1933 

Registration    XYZ 123 

Chassis Number  177999 

Engine Number   M215799 

Colour    Blue on Black  

EA7C Membership Number 365 

Bartholomew Walsh  ____________________________________________________20th March 2015 
(Valuations Officer EA7C) 

 

(It must be understood that this agreed value is the hypothetical replacement cost of a car identical to 
yours, and is based on market value. It cannot, therefore, take into account so called 'cheque book 
restorations' whose total cost includes a substantial labour cost, nor cars bought from trade outlets 

where the purchase price includes a dealer's profit margin.) 

Essex Austin Seven Club Agreed Valuation Insurance Certificate 

Requests are constantly coming in for updated Valuation Certificates needed when 
members are renewing insurance policies with RH Insurance, our officially approved 
insurance agents. With many existing members not using their “memory sticks” and other 
owners who may have joined recently being justifiably unaware, it seems a good time to 
remind everyone of the system we use.  This brief article is designed to take you through 
the painless process: 

Senior members of the club should be contacted to obtain one or two estimates of your 
car’s worth on the open market should you need to replace it with similar features. 

The information you are required to provide is detailed on the sample certificate below. 

Send these details, together with a stamped self-addressed envelope to me (details on page 
1) for this purpose. 

Two copies of the Valuation Certificate will be sent back to you.  One is for your own 
records and the other is for onward posting to RH Insurance.  This service is provided at no 
cost to members and usually takes no more than a couple of days. 

Bart Walsh 
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Eurotour 2012 Alpine Amble 

Report by Peter Lawson 

With talk of tours in Chassis recently I thought readers may like to 
hear of our adventures in the last Eurotour to Switzerland. I wrote 
this for the Eurotour scrapbook published after the event, so the few of you who 
were on the tour will have read it before but for the rest of the club I hope it will 
inspire you to consider taking part in any future tours.  And what better 
introduction than a gentle tour of Essex and Suffolk in 2016? 

Described as Eurotour virgins at the final pre-union meeting, Marion and I had a 

long engagement of preparation with NiJella, our Ruby, read our vows (if you can 
manage the Yorkshire Experience you`ll sail up the French and Swiss mountains) 

and before we knew it the honeymoon had begun. 

A small group of us, Dave and Denyse Orange, Chris and Jette Burrows and Mike 
and Penny Aplin, left Essex bright and early for the channel tunnel and by mid day 

we were rumbling under the north sea, our cars feeling miniscule in the shuttle 
carriages. 

It was not long before we were bowling along on the `wrong` side of the road 
and then the wrong road itself. Lost in St Omer, a curious and helpful French 

couple conversed with Mike, fluent  in French, and before we knew it they were 

leading us out of town and back onto our main road, waving au revoir. One 
junction past the one we wanted! Studying the map we found a route through a 

village to lead us back on track and after a few hours of easy driving we entered 
the town of Arras. With cars secured in the underground car park of the hotel we 

later ventured into town to be treated to a marvellous evening meal in the Grand 

Place to celebrate Denyse`s birthday. A fitting end to our first day. 

Marion and I had only ever had a couple of long weekends in France, which 

sounds crazy, just being across the channel, so we were enthralled with the whole 
atmosphere. Coffee and croissants for breakfast outside in the market square the 

next morning and then a day exploring the amazing restored Flemish architecture 

of a town that once lay in ruins plus a visit to the Wellington tunnels from where 
24,000 soldiers erupted to launch a 

surprise attack on the Germans in 1917. 
We had to visit a few shops of course 

but the cramped area in an Austin 7 is a 
great deterrent to purchasing too many 

souvenirs. 

Continued/... 
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Sunday morning saw an early departure for most of the group on what was to be 

the longest run of the tour, 192 miles, but the driving was so pleasant. Quiet 
villages, sweeping roads through swathes of bright green and yellow fields, no 

traffic for miles and miles, the sky a brilliant blue.  

“Why have we never done this before ?” we 

asked each other. Dave had a bit of trouble 

with a leaking petrol tap but he fashioned a 
temporary repair and eventually we found 

somewhere to refuel the cars and then 
ourselves in one of the few restaurants open 

on Sunday. Soon more and more familiar 
faces opted for the same lunch stop until 

English banter drowned out any local 

dialect. 

All those miles and yet we seemed to arrive quite effortlessly at our hotel on the 

outskirts of St Dizier.  So much so that after we had unpacked we drove off again 
to the town centre to explore.  Relaxing with a drink outside in the late afternoon 

sun, we bumped into Hugh and Kari. They had walked all the way from the hotel 

so we offered them a lift back. Problem was there lay in the back all sorts of 
paraphernalia. Pushed to one side, Kari squeezed in then we loaded her up to her 

chin. Then Hugh got in so we could spread the load over two laps and we were 
away. Comments on arriving back at the hotel suggested it was a stunt to prove 

the strength and power of a Ruby. 

Looking forward to our dinner that evening became the one meal where everyone 

looked back on it as the worst ever. Lettuce for an entrée, lettuce for a starter, 

cold burnt jacket potato and inedible steak (wot no lettuce!) A reasonable apple pie 
just kept the hunger pangs at bay. Still, something to laugh about another day. 

Leaving St Dizier for our next destination of Besancon we once more drove through 
lovely little villages, rolling countryside, the locals waving enthusiastically until we 

stopped in the beautiful and peaceful 

village of Colombey, site of General de 
Gaulle`s home, for coffee and a stroll 

around. Reluctant to leave and promising 
ourselves to come back one day, we 

drove on  until we climbed up to the 

fortress town of Langres. A walk through 
the winding medieval streets dodging the 

occasional Austin 7 lost in its maze 
preceded lunch and beer under the  gaze 

of the statue of philosopher Diderot. 

To be continued…. 
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THE 3 (of) CLUBS RUN - Sunday  22nd March 2015     
Peter Lawson 

 
With nothing on the calendar and itching to get the Ruby out for a 

good spin I decided to organise a last minute run.  So just hours 
before club night I threw together some ideas and came up with the 

3 Clubs run - A CLUB run from one CLUB to another CLUB. Geddit? 

 
Apologies therefore to those that didn’t attend club night and hear about it but if 

I had sent out emails and made phone calls it would have all got a bit 

complicated at such short notice. 
  

I poured over my OS maps and devised a route of about 30 miles that would 

take us from Little Waltham, skirt round the west of Braintree, north round 
Halstead and drop down into Earls Colne to the Essex Golf and Country Club. 

With no time to pre-run the route and offer written directions it was going to be 
a follow-the-leader run and strict convoy rules would have to apply.  We all 

wished Mike Aplin “Get Well Soon” as his image came to light as a staunch 

advocate of convoy rules.  But without Mike’s authoritative presence the 

importance of those rules became a little slack and the run was not without its 
mishaps! 

 
Ten old-timers (the cars not the people) and two moderns left Little Channels 

Golf Club through the villages to cross into Rayne, where the traffic lights 
caused the first break up of the convoy.  Having regrouped we then hit the next 

bane of country lane Sunday touring - cyclists.  Now I’ve been a cyclist all my 

life and have great patience and consideration for them but lately they have 

become a pain in the backside when large groups of them think they’re on the 

Tour de France and sweep along the road in pelotons two, three, four abreast 
and give no consideration for anyone else.  The unwritten rule when I cycled in 

groups, and should still be now, is to ride in single file if a car was approaching. 
Our narrow little Sevens could 

easily pass in that case and we 

would cheerily wave them on.  Now 
a new generation of bolshie lycra 

louts think they own the road and 
are consequently giving cyclists a 

bad name.  I belong to the CTC, the 

Cycle Campaigning and Touring 
Club and I intend to write a strong 

letter for their magazine.  
Continued/... 
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Where was I?  Oh yes, by now we had lost a couple of rear enders, though I 

wasn’t aware of it, being at the front, but I had supplied maps with the route 

highlighted so it would have been possible to get there one way or another.  And 
of course Marion was reading the route for the first time too, though I had it 

pictured in my head. So as is always inevitable when husband is driving and wife 
is navigating, we had one or two “ domestics” .  And then there were the phone 

calls from lost runners.  Marion 

swiped and stabbed her not-so-

smartphone screen to no avail 
trying to answer and when, for 

the fifth time, it failed before the 
caller hung up, it got slung onto 

the back seat. I swear that if the 

window had been open it would 
have ended up in a ditch. 

 
As it happened, the Martins, 

Sabels and Jenners got there 
before we did; cheats.  But doing 

so they missed some of the most delightful sections.  Hilly narrow roads rising 

up from the Colne Valley, grass up the middle ,winding its way up to Little 
Maplestead, pretty cottages bordered by spring daffodils and then the descent to 

the floor of the valley through Colne Engaine to Whites Colne crossing the river 
into Earls Colne and then the brown tourist signs depicting our destination, the 

Essex Golf and Country Club. 

 
Unfortunately Paul and Debbie had to retire early but got home safely and poor 

Roger and Jill never made it at all, though they did find their way to Earls Colne 
and spotted the brown tourist signs for the golf club but must have missed the 

entrance before finding themselves on the A120 and deciding to go home in 
e x a s p e r a t i o n .  O u r 

apologies.  We are going to 

replace Marion’s Samsung 
with something more user 

friendly, something made of 
Bakelite with a proper dial. 

 

However, the meal was 
good and reasonably priced 

and we were able to have a 
preview of our base for next year’s The Only Tour is Essex (and Suffolk) so it 

was a reasonably successful trip and gave our cars a good airing in the emerging 

spring season. Thank you all for taking part. 
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We are invited by Roger Spearman to take part in the Ongar Rotary Club’s 

Ongar Heritage Experience, which is raising funds for charitable organisations 

such as the Motor Neurone Disease Association and St Clare Hospice.  

Arrangements for the day are as follows:- 

11.00am Meet at Roger and Gill’s house for teas/coffees and cakes. 
  

  We will then go on to Budworth Hall and those who wish to can  
  take part in the Heritage Trail (approx. one hour) 

 

2.50pm A ride on the steam train from Ongar Station 
 

4.00pm Enjoy a cream tea in the Budworth Hall 
 

5.00pm Make your way home 

 
Tickets are £15 for adults and £9 for children under 16 - all proceeds to 

charity. 
 

It would be lovely if members would dress appropriate to the age of 
their vehicle. 

 

If you have not  already put your name down for this event and would like to 
take part please contact Roger  

 
* Come and enjoy a great day out while supporting worthy causes * 

 

 

Ongar Heritage Experience -  

Saturday 11th April 2015 
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Austins to Brighton 

Sunday 19th April 2015 

For those of you taking part in this event this is 

just to let you know that I shall be contacting 
you all personally with further details. 

Peter Lawson and John Bryson are kindly organising our route to Epsom on the 
Saturday, including a rendezvous point at Thurrock Lakeside where we can then 

proceed in convoy (please don’t forget to pre-pay your Dartford Toll charge!) 

Dave Sabel 

NATIONAL DRIVE IT DAY - SUNDAY 26TH APRIL 2015 

A reminder that if you are intending to join Chairman John’s Spider Web Run, 
making your own way to Parfect Fairways in Great Dunmow for lunch at 

1.00pm, please let John know so that he can book sufficient tables. 

Richard Bohannan is organising a route to Parfect - if you are interested he 

would like us to meet at Rayne Railway Station (postcode CM77 6AB) at 

10.30 for an 11.0’clock run taking in Bardfield and Finchingfield before 
reaching our destination in Great Dunmow at 1.00pm for lunch.  Again you will 

need to let John Fromant know. 

Brian Eckersley’s PBIS Charity Classic Drive It Day Run will meet at The Ship PH 

in Tiptree at around 10.00 am for an 11.0’clock start.   The route will take 
in Kelvedon then on to Chappel Railway Station.  After spending a while there, 

the drive will continue to the other end of the railway line, finishing  at Great 

Yeldham.  

All owners of historic vehicles are 

encouraged to take to the roads 
on Drive It Day to demonstrate 

how many historic and 

interesting machines are still on 
the road today.   

Let us make sure there are 
plenty of EA7C cars out 

there! 
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WHAT THE HOLE IS FOR! 

There is a small hole in the hand 
priming lever on the A.C. petrol pump 

on my engine (these are fitted to the 
later, more sophisticated A7 vehicles) 

and I have often wondered what it 

could be for. I was reading an article in 
a 1957 Practical Motorist (“borrowed” 

from the library at Warner’s Holiday 
Village in Norfolk) and discovered what 

the answer might be. 
 

It advised you to connect a Bowden 

cable or brake cable to the petrol 
pump priming lever and run the cable 

through into the passenger side of the 
engine bulkhead through an outer 

cable (to stop it binding) and attach a 

large washer to the end.  When 
starting the engine, instead of opening 

the bonnet and jiggling the lever to 
prime the carburettor, you could sit in 

the “comfort” of your vehicle, tug on 

the washer a few times, pull the starter 
and off you go.   

An even better application is that it 

could be used as an anti-theft device 
by screwing a stud or self-tapping 

screw into the side of the bulkhead at 
the furthest extent of the cable/washer 

device. Then when driving along, 

within a few hundred yards of your 
destination, the washer could be pulled 

and slipped onto the stud, therefore 
stopping the petrol pump working and 

draining the carburettor of fuel thus 
not allowing any villain to start the car 

without releasing and jiggling the 

washer (you would have to hope the 
car thief had not read this article!)  

 
Now where can I find a spare brake 

cable?  I know! I will just go out to the 

shed and borrow one from ‘Er Indoors’ 
bicycle!            

 

Les Morley                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dave Sabel organised 

the draw on Club 
Night.  The lucky 

winner was Roger 
Spearman with 

number 25. 

Congratulations 

Roger! 

Membership Report April 2015 

It is my pleasure to inform you all that we have yet 
another new member, Alfred Wicks of Braintree.  Alfred 

has some very interesting vintage cars. Firstly a 1936 
Riley Adelphi, fully restored.  Alfred’s two other cars are 

a 1934 Speed 20 Alvis and a 1930 Hillman 14.  I am 

quite sure that, like me, you will forward to seeing one 
of these fine cars at one of our runs or events in the 

not too distant future. 
 

The membership at the start of this year, up to the 
present day, is the best for many a year, with a total of 

135 members with 95 subscribing to the Association. 

 

Eric Martin 
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NEW AUSTIN SERVICE 
CENTRE        

Peter Lawson 
 
I thought folks might be interested in the 

progress of the county’s latest Austin 

Service Centre. 
 

When no one from the Austin community 
felt the need to save a part of our motoring 

heritage by careful dismantling and transporting to the National Motor Museum, or 
even their own back garden, my hand built timber garage, constructed of the finest 

pallets, sadly had to be demolished.  Help from Richard Bohannon and John Bryson 
wielding a mesmerizing selection of crowbars soon had the construction in manageable 

size pieces.  

 
We awaited news that Austinologists had heard through the grapevine that a sibling to 

Jack French’s garage was now lying distraught in an ancient orchard and that it’s 

saviours would ride to the rescue.  We waited and waited and after an interminable 
length of time, during which we consumed a cup of tea and a cheese sandwich, we 

decided that Chatham Green’s first ever Austin Seven garage was to lie forlorn for 

evermore.  Destined to be consumed in bite sized chunks by our wood burner, its 
ashes scattered over the vegetable plot. 

 
Its ashes were to rise like the Phoenix however, and after archeologists had unearthed 

two authentic chrome alloy badges from a Fiat 128 and a rear light cluster from a 

Corsair with their Caterpillar digger, tons of steel and concrete were poured into the 
excavations before we could ascertain that the great Roman Road between Little 

Waltham and Littley Green had run straight through the hamlet. One piece of deeply 
buried timber did reveal important historical data, however, when dendrologists 

concluded that it had originally been used in the construction of the Royal Navy 
Dockyards at Chatham in Kent and likely been floated up the River Can to construct 

the first dwellings thus  giving rise to our village name of Chatham, later extended to 
Chatham Green after locals in nearby Little Waltham became green with envy.  

 

Enough of rewriting history and more of the 
future.  New timbers have risen skyward, 

trusses aligned north to south and green oak 
from woods in Hockley are forming the 

frontispiece of what will be Chatham Green’s 

finest and largest scale shed in history. 
 

 

Continued/... 
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Heavy lifting equipment was required to lift the 22ft long 8 x 7 oak beam into position 

and so a call was put out for ex-Scalea  bodybuilders to demonstrate their lifting skills. 
Senores Orange, Morley 

and Bohannon graciously 
arrived for the momentous 

o c c a s i o n .  M o r l e y , 
resplendent in battered 

straw cowboy hat, slung a 
noose over the beam as a 

warning to any Morris 

owners that they should 
think twice about having 

their car serviced here in 
the future.  

 
Secondhand doors and 

windows have been 
sourced and refurbished. 

An arched gothic window from Lowestoft, 

birthplace of my father, has been salvaged 
to create a characterful feature and at the 

moment of writing a new “ grasscrete”  

driveway is being laid to stop those narrow 
Seven wheels gouging out the turf. 

 
Completion is scheduled for this summer 

and before it is filled with the paraphernalia 
of motoring and tools and benches and 

shelves there is going to be a PARTY so 
keep a look out for details of the Club’s first ever “Run and Garage Warming 

Party”. 
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Members‘ Cars – 
 Michael Aplin 

and Isobel 

This month’s article 

features Michael Aplin and 
his beloved Isobel.  

Michael served originally 

as a committee member 
before taking on the role 

of club secretary for a 
number of years. He 

relinquished that post on 
being elected as chairman 

for two memorable years 
in 2007/2008 while Penny 

acted as secretary, and 

what an effective 
partnership they made. An 

article about Penny and 
her dear little Chummy 

‘Tessa’ is planned for later 
on in the year. 

Isobel, a 1930 Austin 7 RL 
short wheelbase Box 

Saloon, became a member 

of the Aplin family in July 
1997 when, during a visit 

to the 75th National Rally 
at Beaulieu, a visit to 

purely exorcise or action 
the ridiculous, or so 

certain people might have 
thought,  idea that had 

suddenly hit him to own 

an Austin 7.  The very 
idea that he would be 

interested in owning an 
Austin 7 was surprising as 

up until then he had no 
great interest in classic 

cars and had certainly 
never owned an Austin 7.  

He had, however, seen of 

one at the 1995 Motor 

Show  and the sight had 
never left him.  Somehow 

the memory had to be 
erased or taken further.  

There were some 350 
Sevens on display at 

Beaulieu that year, of 
which three were for sale, 

one of which was Isobel.  

It was love at first sight 
when he  met Penny and 

similarly when he  saw 
Isobel, with the result that  

life for the Aplins would 
never be the same again!   

The pair of them returned 
to the car throughout the 

day but the owner was 

never around. There 
were, however, lots of  

people admiring the car.  
At the end of the day 

when the show had 
closed, stomping across 

the field came Ernie, who 
had enjoyed his day with 

friends and forgotten that 

his car was for sale!  It 
took only a very short 

while to complete the 
purchase and they left 

Beaulieu the very proud 
and excited owners of 

Isobel. Incidentally, before 
leaving, Ernie’s wife 

explained that while Ernie 

had done the full 
restoration of all the 

mechanics and bodywork, 
she had done the 

upholstery, sides and roof 
lining and that was why 

the car was called by her 

Christian name of Isobel.  

She said that they could 
change the name of the 

car if we wished but the 
thought never even 

occurred to Michael and 
the car will remain Isobel 

for as long as she remains 
an Aplin. 

The car was delivered to 

Essex by Ernie three 
weeks later and they took 

it from there.   

It was through Roger 

Spearman, who they had 
known for many years, 

that membership of EA7C 
quickly followed and both 

Michael and Penny agree 

that it was quite the best 
decision to have made. 

Michael’s working career 
had been spent in the 

aerospace industry where 
he had travelled the world 

and although making 
many friends, almost 

without exception these 

self same friends lived 
many miles away.  Joining 

the club soon solved that 
problem.  The Aplins were 

welcomed by everyone, 
made to feel completely at 

home and were soon 
taking part in Club Nights 

and various runs. 

 

Continued/...   
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Michael says “We loved it, 

and with mechanical and 
practical advice always 

available any doubt about 
driving and maintaining 

such a splendid 
car were quickly 

forgotten as our 
confidence in 

ourselves and 

Isobel grew 
accordingly. 

When we bought 
Isobel Ernie told 

us that he had 
obtained all the 

necessary proof 
and paperwork to 

reunite her with 

her original registration 
No. of WP55, but had 

taken it no further, but 
that it was for sale in the 

Sunday Telegraph, but at 
a ridiculous price. We 

watched it for a year 
hoping the price would 

come down and then were 

devastated when it 
disappeared. The chance 

to reunite Isobel and her 
original number plate had 

been lost forever.  But 
then five weeks later it 

appeared again at a 
slightly higher price and 

we bought it on the 

Monday morning!  Another 
great decision which has 

given us enormous 
pleasure, and one we have 

never regretted, even 
though at the time we felt 

we were spending our 
children's’ inheritance!” 

 Isobel’s next big event 

came when they heard 
about the 2000 Jogle, 

which immediately caught 
their interest and  it was 

decided that they had to 

go.  Michael adds “The 
fact that I had never 

driven further than 
Harwich or Brighton 

seemed to make no 
difference and nor the 

important aspect that I am 

not a natural mechanic or 
even the sobering fact that 

no one else from the club 
had entered.  We knew no 

one.  Roger, bless him, 
serviced the car most 

thoroughly and we 
arranged to transport her 

to Inverness on a low 

loader, with ourselves 
following on the overnight 

coach from London.  At 
John O’Groats we found 

ourselves surrounded by 
cheerful, smiling and very 

bright Seven enthusiasts, 
all of whom seemed to 

know each other.   

We spoke with several 

who were all surprised 
that we were not travelling 

with other friends, had no 
back-up vehicle, no 

significant hoard 
of spares and had 

never attempted 
anything of this 

nature before.  We 

went to bed 
wondering what 

we were doing.” 

They need not 

have worried.  The 
drive to Lands End 

was quite 
wonderful with 

Isobel going like a 

bird and never missing a 
beat. 

Another great occasion  
arose in 2000 when Isobel 

and her owners were 
invited, through Graham 

Baldock, to attend the 
Queen Mother’s 100th 

Birthday Parade on 

Horseguards Parade in 
London.  For each decade 

of the Queen Mother’s life 
there appeared one car to 

represent motoring at that 
time and Isobel was there 

for the 1930s.  Such an 
honour and a day they will 

never forget. 

 

Continued/... 
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Since then Isobel has 

taken part in many of the 
county shows attended by 

the club and a seemingly 
endless number of superb 

club runs, including a visit 
to the Isle of Man.   

In between she has given 
wonderful trouble-free 

trips to Berlin, Alsace and 

the Black Forest, 
Switzerland, Denmark, 

France and the 
Netherlands.  Memories 

from all these tours will 
remain with Michael and 

Penny forever. 

It is obvious that the 

arrival of Isobel into the 

Aplin family truly heralded 

a golden period in their 
lives and the pleasure and 

delight she has given has 

been beyond belief. We all 

hope they will continue 

travelling together for 

many years to come. 

Bart Walsh 

PARISH NOTICES EA7 CLUB NIGHT  - WEDNESDAY 18th MARCH 
 
A roomful of eager members had gathered for a presentation about insurance 

matters from our guest speaker, Scott Mayes from RH Insurance, which had been 
postponed from January Club Night.  

 

But first. Parish Notices. Sadly, three of our members, Andrew Batey, Michael Aplin 
and Graham Scutt are all suffering from serious illness and have been receiving 

chemotherapy, etc.  Your thoughts and prayers are requested for them and their 
families.  

 

Coming up we have a number of events; detailed on the back page as usual. 

Please note that tickets for the Museum of Power on 31st May will be available 
at the April Club Night.  Two trips to Chatham Dockyard’s Salute to the 40s 

Weekend in September were proposed; one for brave souls in their cars (staying 

overnight) and one on Lodge’s vintage coach, in full stripey jacket mode, for the day 
only (see Events Diary soon.)   
 
News was given about the progress on our club website, which is up and nearly 

running, with grateful thanks to Terry Bonner and Dave Orange.  
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Copy Date: Contributions for inclusion in the magazine should reach the Editor by the 21st of each 
month, but please let Terry Bonner know beforehand if  you are writing an article so that space can 
be prepared.  Please email all text to the Editor or if not possible, submit in typed format so we have 
a clear copy from which to work. Photographs always enhance an article so if you can, please include 
as attachments. If you send printed photos for scanning every care will be taken.  However if you 
want them returned, we cannot do this unless you enclose a stamped addressed  envelope. 

The Essex Austin Seven Club , the Editor, contributors and the printers of this magazine accept no 
responsibility whatsoever for the views or comments expressed herein whether they be from 
individuals or groups and their comments and viewpoints remain  wholly and exclusively the 
contributor’s/individual’s responsibility.  The club cannot   accept  responsibility for the accuracy of 
any adverts published in this magazine. 

A Beatles number this month,   

The Fool on the Hill changed just 
slightly to… 

 

THE BOX ON THE HILL           
 

Day after day, alone on the hill, 

The man in the Seven Box is keeping 
perfectly still, 

But nobody wants to help him, 
They can see that it’s just a Box, 

He thought he could climb up 

mountains, 

But the Box on the hill, 
It was jammed in its gears, 

And the timing was out, 
Hear the laughter and jeers. 

 

Well out of view, head in the cloud, 
The man in the Seven Ruby feeling 

perfectly proud, 
But nobody ever hears him, 

Or the sound he appears to make, 
He waits at the top and watches, 

For the Box on the hill. 

It was jammed in its gears, 
And the timing was out, 

See the world through his tears. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Nobody wants to help him, 
They can see that it’s just a Box, 

But guilt forces them to turn back, 

For the Box on the hill, 

It was jammed in its gears, 
And the timing was out, 

We’ll allay all his fears. 

 
He never serviced his car, 

He did not have the tools, 

He considered they were all fools, 
But the fool on the hill. 

Was the Box jammed in gear, 
And the timing was out, 

Hear the world all now cheer. 
 

Words by Peter Lawson 
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CLUB EVENTS DIARY 2015 

April   

1st Suffolk Club Night at the 

Greyhound, Ixworth  

Neil Preston 

11th Ongar Heritage Day (Period Dress) 

(page 14)  

Roger Spearman 

15th Club Night  

19th Austins to Brighton Run (page 14) Dave Sable 

26th National Drive it Day (page 15 )  

May   

3rd Ipswich/Felixstowe Historic Vehicle 

Run 

 

6th Suffolk Club Night at the 

Greyhound, Ixworth  

Neil Preston 

20th Club Night   

31st Olde Tyme Rally at the Museum of 

Power, Langford 

John Fromant 

June   

3rd Suffolk Club Night at the 

Greyhound, Ixworth  
Neil Preston 

6th Harlow Country Show  

17th Club Night  

21st Blackwater Show John Fromant 

21st Hatfield Heath Classic Car Show John White  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Richard Bohannan is our new Events Coordinator.  If you require 

information about an event, or want to arrange one, please contact 

Richard: 

 


